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Craftsman laser trac combo kit

The Craftsman Laser Trac Level Combo Kit features a laser level, red safety glasses and metal mounting plates for different leveling situations. The entire kit is housed in a zippered case mounted in foam. The laser is red and, to improve beam visibility, a pair of red safety glasses are
included: the red laser beam will stand out more clearly when you wear them. These glasses are NOT to protect the eyes from laser. So don't be stupid, never look directly into the source of the laser beam. The Laser Trac level is powered by two AA batteries. We use rechargeable, but any
good Alcaline AA will be fine. Unless you are always using this device, it is probably better to remove the batteries while the unit is not in use. At the top are integrated two bubble indicators to help level the unit. There are also several mounting plates (tripod, wall) for different leveling
situations. The tripod stand is actually composed of two separate plates. The lower plate has a central hole for fixing to a tripod. The upper plate has three adjustment screws for fine-tuming the laser trac layer. The Laser Trac layer has a magnetic base for easy fixing and removal. There is
also a guide seatno on the plate and notches on the front and back of the layer to allow for quick laser alignment to the base. The laser trac level can also be connected directly to a pendno or drywall. The base wall mount has six steel dots integrated into the bottom. The breasts are
normally retracted into the base, but pressing the red buttons will force them to protrude on the back. A piece of black plastic is included in the kit specifically to push the breasts. As with the tripod mounting plate, the wall mount also has a guide seat for quick alignment. We liked what we
saw in this first circle of the craft laser trait level. The tool seems to be extremely well done and quite versatile. We look forward to putting this system in place and seeing it in action. Come back in a few weeks for our first use report. Image not available forColor: Welcome to The Garage
Journal Board forums. You are currently viewing our boards as guests who give you limited access to view most discussions and access our other features. By joining our free community you'll have access to post topics, communicate privately with other members (PMs), respond to
surveys, upload content, and access many other special features. Registration is fast, simple and absolutely free, so please join our community today If you have problems with the registration process or accessing your account, please contact us. Sponsored Links (Register Now to Hide All
Ads) 08-04-2008, 08:49 #1 Senior Member Membership Date: January 2007 Location: Lebanon, O Post: 6,255 Sears Hot Deal of the Day - Craftsman Laser Trac Laser Combo Kit There appears to be a Hot Deal of the Day link disabled disabled the Tools part of the Sears page now.
Craftsman Laser Trac Laser Combo Kit $39.99 - Add it to your cart, $19.99 today! Sponsored links (register now to hide all advertisements) 08-04-2008, 09:20 #2 Senior Member Membership Date: May 2007 Location: WHO TOWN Post: 194 Re: Sears Hot Deal of the Day - Craftsman
Laser Trac Laser Combo Kit Does Anyone Have This? 08-04-2008, 10:06 am #3 Senior Members Accession Date: January 2008 Position: 28 m above sea level Post: 11,014 Re: Sears Hot Deal of the Day - Craftsman Laser Trac Laser Combo Kit I do. $20 is not a hot deal. A few weeks
ago it was substantially lower. It costs $20 every few weeks. Anyway, the laser is pretty good, but having the base of the tripod separately becomes annoying when it comes to adjustments. The ultrasonic range finder is reasonably accurate but will not replace a traditional tape measure
when it comes to accuracy. Also, these are not safaty glasses - all they do is make the laser easier to see. Just be aware of this because too many people think they are for safety. Also, as I said, the range finder is ultrasonic... says laser guided, but that just means there's a red laser that
helps you aim. 08-04-2008, 10:41 #4 Banned registration date: March 2005 Location: Kansas Post: 9,120 Re: Sears Hot Deal of the Day - Craftsman Laser Trac Laser Combo Kit Sponsored Links (Register now to hide all ads) I got that set from my mother-in-law last Christmas, I haven't
used it yet. 08-04-2008, 15:18 #5 Senior Members Membership Date: February 2005 Position: Michigan Post: 8,996 Re: Sears Hot Deal of the Day - Craftsman Laser Trac Laser Combo Kit Quote: Originally published by Stuey I Do It. $20 is not a hot deal. A few weeks ago it was
substantially lower. It costs $20 every few weeks. Anyway, the laser is pretty good, but having the base of the tripod separately becomes annoying when it comes to adjustments. The ultrasonic range finder is reasonably accurate but will not replace a traditional tape measure when it comes
to accuracy. Also, these are not safaty glasses - all they do is make the laser easier to see. Just be aware of this because too many people think they are for safety. Also, as I said, the range finder is ultrasonic... says laser guided, but that just means there's a red laser that helps you aim.
Wow, a red dot? Dude, it's high tech! __________________ When you die, I want your tools. 08-04-2008, 19:06 #6 Member Participation Date: Feb 2008 Post: 70 Re: Sears Hot Deal of the Day - Craftsman Trac Laser Combo Kit I also have one. I took it about a month ago for $9.99. I used
the laser last weekend to hang some photos and it worked perfectly. The laser helped me align the height of the image on two walls (a big time s saving). As Stuey said, the ultrasonic distance researcher is not accurate but close for general purposes. I like the room volume calculation
feature on it, but if you are looking for millimeter accuracy, it is better to buy a real laser measurement tool. 08-04-2008, 19:30 #7 Banned membership date: July 2007 Location: Now Departing, post NJ: 12,074 Re: Sears Hot Deal of the Day - Craftsman Laser Trac Laser Combo Kit nerd
tool next 08-04-2008, 19:34 #8 Senior Member Accession Date: February 2005 Position: Michigan Post: 8,996 Re: Sears Hot Deal of the Day - Craftsman Laser Trac Laser Combo Kit Quote: Originally published by SpiderGearsMan nerd tool next Truly. I got a couple of those straight line
laser hook stuff. And an ultrasonic distance troubador. I think I used these tools twice in 2002. Like Kartman said... if you really need a tool like this, buy a real ______ laser measuring tool When you die, I want your tools. 08-04-2008, 19:40 #9 Senior Members Membership Date: January
2008 Location: 28m above sea level Post: 11,014 Re: Sears Hot Deal of the Day - Craftsman Laser Trac Laser Combo Kit Quote: Originally published by eschoendorff Wow, a red dot? Dude, it's high tech! It is a legitimate feature found on similar devices and other products such as infrared
thermometer. The thing is, the way it's formulated and the way a lot of people aren't familiar with technology, too many people think it's the laser beam that magically leads to distance measurements. Too many people fall in the wool of keywords these days: nano, laser, high speed, high
definition/HD, digital. '| Next Thread » Publishing Rules You can't publish new threads You can't post replies You can't post attachments You can't edit html code posts is On sponsored links (register now to hide all ads) All times are GMT -5. It's now 6:44. Prices, promotions, styles and
availability may vary. Our local stores do not honor online prices. Prices and availability of products and services are subject to change without notice. Errors will be corrected where detected and Lowe reserves the right to revoke any declared offers and correct any errors, inaccuracies or
omissions even after an order is sent. Description specifications Includes laser level, 3 mounting bases, laser enhance safety glasses, laser-guided measuring instrument and case. Laser measuring tool: accurately calculates distances, sq. Ft. Project a laser-guided bull-eye target; has
integrated level vials &amp; over-mold rubber handleSeting obedience: projects a Bright red laser and firmly mounted on the wallReposed the traditional pencil and chalk line for the same advantage but without clutterCan be held, wall mounted and leveled on a horizontal surface or tripod
This product comes with: Product warranty size and item weight (lbs.) 3.17 Product overview Tool range 50 ft.
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